General Dynamics Ordnance and Tactical Systems is the recognized leader in low cost, low energy, low burn rate, high energy propellants suitable for actuator control, guidance control and engine start cartridges for use in your specific programs. We have more than 30 years experience in development and production of solid propellant products.

**Solid Propellant Products**

1. MINUTEMAN II RC - Gas Generator
2. MINUTEMAN II TVC - Gas Generator
3. TRIDENT C4 TVC - Gas Generator
4. TRIDENT C4 TVC - Gas Generator
5. MXU-4 A/A - Aircraft Engine - Starter Cartridge
6. CHAPARRAL - Servo Control Gas Generator
7. SIDEWINDER AIM-9P - Servo Control Gas Generator
8. PAVEWAY II - Servo Control Gas Generator
9. SIDEWINDER AIM-9 L/M - Servo Control Gas Generator
10. F-104 - Aircraft Engine - Actuator Assembly
11. BIG EYE - Binary Bomb Gas Generator
12. MX PEACEKEEPER EEC - Gas Generator
13. MX PEACEKEEPER TVA - Gas Generator
14. LUU-10/B - Rescue Marker (Red Smoke)